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An aggrieved chemist stricken with buyer’s remorse over a WMD she created is an
unwilling pawn in a mind-bending manipulation run by a ruthless arms dealer, who

exploits her guilt and failing memory to steal the weapon’s deadly formula.

LOGL INE



An FBI agent with amnesia finds herself in a windowless safehouse
assigned to interrogate surviving members of a terrorist group that
will release a deadly nerve agent in New York City in two hours.

During the interrogation of the group's chemist, Susan Horvath--
who sold her deadly secret to the terrorists as vengeance
against the government's role in her husband's death--the FBI agent
realizes that she is actually Susan, and the woman sitting across
from her is an imposter. 

Shocked to her core without means to escape, Susan goes head to
head with Abigor, a ruthless arms dealer, who arranged the
elaborate ruse on an isolated oil rig. 

But when Abigor compels her to create a new supply of the nerve
agent, Susan sacrifices herself by destroying the nerve agent in a
final act of redemption. 
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Casting ideas - Aspirational Talent Only

ERIC STONE

I N FORMANT

BILL SKARSGÅRD

SUSAN HORVATH / 

KATELYN CAREY

CHEM IST

PRIYANKA CHOPRA JONAS

GUNTHER MCGORE /

ABIGOR

MERCENARY

MADS MIKKELSEN

JOANNE DAWSON

MENTOR

OLIVIA MUNN

THE  P LAYERS



SUSAN HORVATH /
KATELYN CAREY

I NTERROGATOR
CHEM IST  
W IDOW
TRA ITOR  
B I TTER  
INDEPENDENT

A government scientist who loses her memory

in an FBI raid, she is captured by an arms

dealer and subjected to psychological

manipulation to discover the secrets of a

horrific chemical weapon she developed.  



ARMY  VET  
FB I  I N FORMANT
LOVER
EMPATHET IC
PASS IONATE
MORAL IST IC

Working as a government informant in the

arms dealer’s organization, Eric falls in love

with Susan and helps her find the moral

fortitude to make the ultimate sacrifice in

destroying her weapon. 

ERIC STONE



FB I  AGENT
COMPROM ISED
CONFL ICTED
MAN IPULAT IVE
M ISGU IDED
SK I L L ED

A British arms dealer, dead-set upon

discovering the secrets of the weapon locked

inside Susan’s mind. It’s all about money for him,

so he’ll stop at nothing to achieve his goal. 

ARMS  DEALER
ARMY  VET
MERCENARY
GREEDY
CHARM ING
SAD IST IC

Joanne is Susan's FBI mentor but secretly

holds her in contempt for  selling her WMD

to Abigor. But the tables turn when Joanne

herself agrees to help Abigor carry out his

elaborate scheme against Susan.

JOANNE DAWSON

GUNTHER MCGORE /

ABIGOR



GOVERNMENT  LABORATORY
A chemistry lab with sealed gas chambers

SAFEHOUSE
Primary location of the film: all present-day scenes 

ABANDONED  O I L  R I G
A third act reveal: classified interrogation location

ARYAN  BROTHERHOOD  HQ
A two-story cinderblock warehouse structure in the countryside
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